
Digital Decluttering

Clean out all these digital hiding places regularly and you’ll 
be amazed at how much lighter your computer feels!  

Browsers

Favourites 
Bookmarks 
Passwords - you may choose to have the browser save these for you, just be sure 
you’re doing that intentionally, not saving them on a computer you share with 
others 
Reading List  

Wifi networks

If you’ve ever logged onto the wifi at a hotel, coffee shop, conference centre, or 
airport, when you re-visit the location (or another in the same chain) your 
computer can automatically connect without you even knowing. 
It varies with different devices how you change your settings so this doesn’t 
happen, or to delete networks you don’t want to connect to again. 
On a MacBook, go to Settings - Network - Advanced and you’ll see a list 
On Windows computers, press the Windows key + I, the network icon will show 
the list 

eReading programs / devices

These vary in how much they let you delete or clear from your bookshelf. If they 
won’t let you clear clutter, you can use folders/libraries or other ways to make a 
group of the ones you actually want to see each time you use the device 

Social Media

For all: friends/follow lists 
Twitter bookmarks, DMs, muted words & accounts 
Instagram ‘Saved’ and collections within that, DMs 
Pinterest: Honestly, this is just one big hoarding program for me so I had to stop 
altogether. I think it’s great if you’re using it for a specific purpose, like a 
renovation, event, or project - I used it for tattoo ideas - then delete. 
Facebook & Messenger, I’m not on it but I think it has a Save function 
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Photos

The only way for me to keep up with this is to review photos immediately after an 
event/trip and delete all the very many extras I took.  
There is no such thing as too many pet photos / videos 
Screenshots: iPhones put these in an album automatically for you so you can easily 
scan through and delete the random grocery lists and reminders you took shots of 

Your Computer / Phone

Downloads folder  
“Temp” folder in some systems 
eMail: I wrote a whole blog about this https://wp.me/pajsMp-2c (“eMail Magic”) 
Voice memos 
Podcasts 
Notes 
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